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Abstract
In this paper we present CondLean 3.1, a theorem prover for some standard
conditional logics, namely CK, CK+ID, CK+MP, CK+CS, CK+CEM, and
some of their combinations. CondLean 3.1 implements some sequent calculi for these logics, called SeqS, recently introduced. CondLean 3.1 also
comprises a graphical user interface written in Java.1
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1

Introduction

Conditional logics have a long history. They have been studied first by Lewis
[29, 31, 5, 39] in order to formalize a kind of hypothetical reasoning (if A were the
case then B), that cannot be captured by classical logic with material implication.
In the last years, interesting applications of conditional logics to several domains of artificial intelligence such as knowledge representation, non-monotonic
reasoning, belief revision, representation of counterfactual sentences, deductive
databases have been proposed [7]. For instance, in [26] knowledge and database
update is formalized by some conditional logics. Conditional logics have also been
used to modelize belief revision [16, 30, 18, 19]. Conditional logics can provide
an axiomatic foundation of non-monotonic reasoning [27], as it turns out that
all forms of inference studied in the framework of non-monotonic (preferential)
logics are particular cases of conditional axioms [8]. Causal inference, which is
very important for applications in action planning [38], has been modelled by
conditional logics [24]. Conditional Logics have been used to model hypothetical queries in deductive databases and logic programming; the conditional logic
CK+ID is the basis of the logic programming language defined in [15]. In system
diagnosis, conditional logics can be used to reason hypothetically about the expected functioning of system components with respect to the observed faults: [32]
1 This research has been partially supported by “Progetto Lagrange - Fondazione CRT ” and
by the projects “MIUR PRIN05: Specification and verification of agent interaction protocols”
and “GALILEO 2006: Interazione e coordinazione nei sistemi multi-agenti”.
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introduces a conditional logic, DL, suitable for diagnostic reasoning and which allows to represent and reason with assumptions in model-based diagnosis. Another
interesting application of conditional logics is the formalization of prototypical
reasoning, that is to say reasoning about typical properties and exceptions. Delgrande in [10] proposes a conditional logic for prototypical reasoning. Finally, an
obvious application concerns natural language semantics where conditional logics
are used in order to give a formal treatment of hypothetical and counterfactual
sentences as presented in [31].
In spite of their significance, very few proof systems have been proposed for
conditional logics: we just mention [28, 12, 6, 1, 17, 9, 23, 20]. One possible reason
of the underdevelopment of proof-methods for conditional logics is the lack of a
universally accepted semantics for them. This is in sharp contrast to modal and
temporal logics which have a consolidated semantics based on a standard kind
of Kripke structures.
Similarly to modal logics, the semantics of conditional logics can be defined
in terms of possible world structures. In this respect, conditional logics can be
seen as a generalization of modal logics (or a type of multi-modal logic) where
the conditional operator is a sort of modality indexed by a formula of the same
language. The two most popular semantics for conditional logics are the so-called
sphere semantics [29] and the selection function semantics [31]. Both are possibleworld semantics, but are based on different (though related) algebraic notions.
Here we adopt the selection function semantics, which is more general than the
sphere semantics.
Since we adopt the selection function semantics, CK is the fundamental
system; it has the same role as the system K (from which it derives its name)
in modal logic: CK-valid formulas are formulas that are valid in every selection
function model.
In this work we first recall a sequent calculus introduced in [36] for CK
and for some standard extensions of it, namely CK+ID, CK+MP, CK+CS,
CK+CEM, and all their combinations, except for those combining both MP
and CEM. This calculus, called SeqS, makes use of labels, following the line of
[40] and [14]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first calculus for these
systems. Some tableau calculi were developed in [23, 20] for other more specific
conditional systems.
As a difference with modal logics, for which there are lots of efficient implementations [3, 13, 2], to the best of our knowledge very few theorem provers
have been implemented for conditional logics [28, 1]. We present here a simple
implementation of our sequent calculi SeqS, called CondLean 3.1; it is a SICStus Prolog program inspired by the “lean” methodology [3, 13], in which every
clause of a predicate prove implements an axiom or rule of the calculus; the proof
search is provided for free by the mere depth-first search mechanism of Prolog,
without any ad hoc mechanism. For the basic system CK and its extension with
ID we also present an alternative version of our theorem prover inspired by the
tableau calculi for modal logics introduced in [2].
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The plan of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we introduce the conditional
systems we consider, in section 3 we present the sequent calculi SeqS for them.
In section 4 we summarize some proof theoretical results given in [36]; these
results are needed in order to obtain a decision procedure for the basic conditional
system, CK, and its mentioned extensions. In section 5 we present the theorem
prover CondLean 3.1. In section 6 we discuss some related work.

2

Conditional Logics

Conditional logics are extensions of classical logic obtained by adding the conditional operator ⇒. In this paper, we only consider propositional conditional
logics.
A propositional conditional language L contains the following items:
- a set of propositional variables ATM ;
- the symbol of false ⊥;
- a set of connectives2 →, ⇒.
We define formulas of L as follows:
- ⊥ and the propositional variables of ATM are atomic formulas;
- if A and B are formulas, A → B and A ⇒ B are complex formulas.
We adopt the selection function semantics. We consider a non-empty set of
possible worlds W. Intuitively, the selection function f selects, for a world w and
a formula A, the set of worlds of W which are closer to w given the information
A. A conditional formula A ⇒ B holds in a world w if the formula B holds in all
the worlds selected by f for w and A.
A model is a triple:
M = h W, f , [ ] i
where:
- W is a non empty set of items called worlds;
- f is the so-called selection function and has the following type:
f : W × 2W −→ 2W
- [ ] is the evaluation function, which assigns to an atom P ∈ AT M the set
of worlds where P is true, and is extended to the other formulas as follows:
2 The

usual connectives >, ∧, ∨ and ¬ can be defined in terms of ⊥ and →.
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• [⊥] = ∅
• [A → B]=(W - [A]) ∪ [B]
• [A ⇒ B]={w ∈ W | f (w, [A]) ⊆ [B]}
Observe that we have defined f taking [A] rather than A (i.e. f (w,[A])
rather than f (w,A)) as argument; this is equivalent to define f on formulas, i.e.
0
0
f (w,A), but imposing that if [A]=[A ] in the model, then f (w, A)=f (w, A ). This
condition is called normality.
The semantics above characterizes the basic conditional system, called CK.
An axiomatization of the CK system is given by:
- any axiomatization of the classical propositional calculus;
- (Modus Ponens)

A

A→B
B

A↔B
- (RCEA)

- (RCK)

(A ⇒ C) ↔ (B ⇒ C)
(B1 ∧ . . . ∧ Bn ) → C
((A ⇒ B1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (A ⇒ Bn )) → (A ⇒ C)

Other conditional systems are obtained by assuming further properties on the
selection function; we consider the following standard extensions of the basic
system CK:
System
ID
MP
CS
CEM

Axiom
Model condition
A⇒A
f (w, [A]) ⊆ [A]
(A ⇒ B) → (A → B)
w ∈ [A] → w ∈ f (w, [A])
(A ∧ B) → (A ⇒ B) w ∈ [A] → f (w, [A]) ⊆ {w}
(A ⇒ B) ∨ (A ⇒ ¬B)
| f (w, [A]) |≤ 1

From now on we use the following notation: AX is the set of axioms considered, i.e. AX={CEM, CS, ID, MP}. S stands for any subset of AX, i.e. S ⊆
AX.
The above axiomatization is complete with respect to the semantics, as
stated by the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1 (Completeness of axiomatization, [31]) If a formula A is valid
in S then it is valid in the respective axiomatization.
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The Sequent Calculus SeqS

In this section we briefly recall SeqS, a sequent calculus for the conditional systems introduced in [36]. The calculus makes use of labels to represent possible
worlds. We consider a conditional language L and a denumerable alphabet of
labels A, whose elements are denoted by x, y, z, .... Using the terminology introduced in [36], we distinguish between two kinds of labelled formulas:
1. world formulas, denoted by x : A, where x ∈ A and A ∈ L, used to represent
that A holds in a world x ;
A

2. transition formulas, denoted by x −→ y, where x, y ∈ A and A ∈ L. A
A
transition formula x −→ y represents that y ∈ f (x, [A]).
A sequent is a pair hΓ, ∆i, usually denoted with Γ ` ∆, where Γ and ∆ are
multisets of labelled formulas. The intuitive meaning of Γ ` ∆ is: every model
that satisfies all labelled formulas of Γ in the respective worlds (specified by the
labels) satisfies at least one of the labelled formulas of ∆ (in those worlds). This
is made precise by the notion of validity of a sequent given in the next definition:
Definition 3.1 (Sequent validity) Given a model
M = hW, f, [ ]i
for L, and a label alphabet A, we consider any mapping
I:A→W
Let F be a labelled formula, we define M |=I F as follows:
- M |=I x: A iff I(x) ∈ [A]
A

- M |=I x −→ y iff I(y) ∈ f (I(x), [A])
We say that Γ ` ∆ is
for every F ∈ Γ, then
a system (CK or one
specific conditions for

valid in M if for every mapping I : A → W, if M |=I F
M |=I G for some G ∈ ∆. We say that Γ ` ∆ is valid in
of its extensions) if it is valid in every M satisfying the
that system (if any).

In Figure 1 we present the calculi for CK; in Figure 2 we present the additional rules for its mentioned extensions.
Example 3.2 We show a derivation of the (ID) axiom.
A

x −→ y, y : A ` y : A
A

x −→ y ` y : A
`x:A⇒A

(ID)

(⇒ R)
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≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡

(AX)

Γ, x : P ` ∆, x : P
Γ ` x : A, ∆

(P ∈ AT M )

(A⊥)

Γ, x : B ` ∆

Γ, x : ⊥ ` ∆
Γ, x : A ` x : B, ∆

(→ L)

(→ R)
Γ, x : A → B ` ∆

Γ ` x : A → B, ∆

A

(⇒ L)

Γ, x : A ⇒ B ` x −→ y, ∆
Γ, x : A ⇒ B, y : B ` ∆

A

(⇒ R)

u:A`u:B

(y 6∈ Γ, ∆)
Γ ` x : A ⇒ B, ∆

Γ, x : A ⇒ B ` ∆

(EQ)

Γ, x −→ y ` y : B, ∆

u:B`u:A

A

B

Γ, x −→ y ` x −→ y, ∆
≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡

Figure 1: Sequent calculus SeqCK.
≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡

A

(ID)

Γ, x −→ y, y : A ` ∆
A

Γ, x −→ y ` ∆
A

(MP)

Γ ` x −→ x, x : A, ∆
A

Γ ` x −→ x, ∆
A

(CS)

A

Γ, x −→ y ` ∆, x : A

Γ[x/u, y/u], u −→ u ` ∆[x/u, y/u]
(x 6= y, u 6∈ Γ, ∆)

A

Γ, x −→ y ` ∆
A

(CEM)

A

A

Γ, x −→ y ` ∆, x −→ z

(Γ, x −→ y ` ∆)[y/u, z/u]
A

(y 6= z, u 6∈ Γ, ∆)

Γ, x −→ y ` ∆
≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡≡

Figure 2: SeqS’s rules for systems extending CK. We denote with Σ[x/u] the
multiset obtained from Σ by replacing the label x by u wherever it occurs.
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Example 3.3 We show a derivation of the (MP) axiom.
A

x : A ⇒ B, x : A ` x −→ x, x : A, x : B
A

(M P )

x : A ⇒ B, x : A ` x −→ x, x : B

x : A ⇒ B, x : A, x : B ` x : B

x : A ⇒ B, x : A ` x : B
x:A⇒B`x:A→B

(⇒ L)

(→ R)

` x : (A ⇒ B) → (A → B)

(→ R)

In [36] it is shown that the sequent calculus SeqS is sound and complete
with respect to the semantics. The completeness is an easy consequence of the
admissibility of cut. By cut we mean the following rule:
Γ ` ∆, F

F, Γ ` ∆

Γ`∆

(cut)

where F is any labelled formula.
We also need to introduce the complexity of a labelled formula:
Definition 3.4 (Complexity of a labelled formula cp(F )) We define the complexity of a labelled formula F as follows:
1. cp (x : A) = 2 ∗ | A |
A

2. cp (x −→ y) = 2 ∗ | A |+1
where | A | is the number of symbols occurring in the string representing the
formula A.
Now we can state the following Theorem:
Theorem 3.5 (Soundness and completeness, [36]) Γ ` ∆ is derivable in
SeqS iff it is valid in the corresponding system of conditional logic.
Proof sketch. The proof of soundness is by induction on the height of a derivation
of Γ ` ∆. The proof of completeness is as follows:
• first, we show that cut is admissible, i.e. if Γ ` ∆, F and Γ, F ` ∆ are
derivable in SeqS, so Γ ` ∆. We proceed by a double induction over the
complexity of the cut formula and the sum of the heights of the derivations
of the two premises of the cut inference, in the sense that we replace one
cut by one or several cuts on formulas of smaller complexity, or on sequents
derived by shorter derivations;
• second, we show that the axioms are derivable and that the set of derivable
formulas is closed under (Modus Ponens), (RCEA), and (RCK). This proof
is easy since cut is admissible.
For the entire proof, see [36].
2
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4

Proof-theoretical Analysis of SeqS

The presence of labels and of the rules (⇒ L), (ID), (MP), (CS), and (CEM),
which increase the complexity of the sequent in a backward proof search, are
potential causes of non termination. In order to obtain a decision procedure for
the logics under consideration, here we list some proof-theoretical results, whose
details and proofs can be found in [36].
As a first step, we can show that it is useless to apply (⇒ L) on x : A ⇒ B
A
by introducing (looking backward) the same transition formula x −→ y more
than once in each branch of a proof tree. Moreover, in a backward application of
A
(⇒ L) to Γ, x : A ⇒ B ` ∆, one can restrict the choice of the transition x −→ y
C
to use in such a way that another transition x −→ y belongs to Γ or y = x. In
systems with CEM, one can also control the application of (CEM) by means of
the same restrictions. These results are stated by the following Lemma:
Lemma 4.1 (Controlled use of (⇒ L) and (CEM), [36]) SeqS systems are
sound and complete even if the (⇒ L) rule is applied to Γ, x : A ⇒ B ` ∆ with
the following restrictions:
A

1. (⇒ L) is applied at most once by using the same transition x −→ y on the
same conditional formula x : A ⇒ B;
A

2. (⇒ L) is applied by using a transition formula x −→ y such that there
C
exists x −→ y ∈ Γ or x = y.
In systems with CEM one can control the application of (CEM) by means of the
same restrictions.
In [36] it is also shown that it is useless to apply the rules (ID), (MP), and
(CS) more than once on the same transition in each branch of a proof tree, as
stated by the following Lemma:
Lemma 4.2 (Controlled use of (ID), (MP), and (CS), [36]) SeqS systems
are sound and complete even if the rules (ID), (MP), and (CS) are applied on
A
the same transition x −→ y 3 at most once in a backward proof search in each
branch of a derivation.
By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and by the fact that the number of different labels
introduced in a backward proof search is finite we can show that SeqS calculi
ensure termination:
Theorem 4.3 (Termination of SeqS, [36]) SeqS calculi ensure a terminating proof search.
3 In

systems with (MP), notice that it could be x = y .
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For the basic system SeqCK and its extension with (ID) we can give the
following reformulation for the crucial (⇒ L) rule, which becomes not invertible,
i.e. the principal formula x : A ⇒ B is not copied into its two premises:
Theorem 4.4 ([36]) SeqCK and SeqID are sound and complete even if (⇒ L)
is formulated as follows:
A

Γ ` ∆, x −→ y

Γ, y : B ` ∆

Γ, x : A ⇒ B ` ∆

5

(⇒ L)

CondLean 3.1: A Theorem Prover for Conditional Logics

In this section we present CondLean 3.1, a theorem prover implementing the
sequent calculi SeqS; it is a SICStus Prolog program inspired by leanTAP [3, 13].
The program comprises a set of clauses, each one of them represents a sequent
rule or axiom. The proof search is provided for free by the mere depth-first search
mechanism of Prolog, without any additional ad hoc mechanism. CondLean 3.1
is available for free download at http://www.di.unito.it/∼
pozzato/condlean3.1/. Previous versions of CondLean are described in [33]
and in [34].
It is worth noticing that CondLean 3.1 is only inspired by the “lean”
methodology, but it does not fit its style in a rigorous manner. For instance,
CondLean 3.1 uses some auxiliary predicates, such as put, select, and member,
whereas the original leanTAP only relies on Prolog’s clause indexing scheme and
backtracking.
We represent each component of a sequent (antecedent and consequent)
by a list of labelled formulas, partitioned into three sub-lists: atomic formulas,
transitions and complex formulas. Atomic and complex formulas (i.e. the world
formulas) are represented by a list like [x,a], where x is a Prolog constant and
A
a is a formula. A transition x −→ y is represented by [x,a,y]. For example,
P
the sequent x : P, x −→ y ` y : ⊥ ⇒ Q, x : P → Q is represented by the
following lists (the upper one represents the antecedent, the lower one represents
the consequent):
[[[x,p]],[[x,p,y]],[]]
[[],[],[[y,false => q],[x,p -> q]]]
For all the conditional logics presented here, we have implemented a constant
labels version, which makes use of Prolog constants to represent SeqS’s labels.
The sequent calculi are implemented by the predicate
prove(Cond, Sigma, Delta, Labels).
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This predicate succeeds if and only if Σ ` ∆ is derivable in SeqS, where Sigma and
Delta are the lists representing the multisets Σ and ∆, respectively and Labels
is the list of labels introduced in that branch. Cond is a list whose elements have
the form:
[[x,a=>b],[[x,a1,y1],[x,a2,y2],...,[x,an,yn]]]
The list Cond is used to apply the (⇒ L) rule by means of the restrictions stated
by Lemma 4.1 in the previous section; each element of Cond is a pair whose first
item represents a conditional formula x : A ⇒ B and whose second item is the
Ai
yi already used in the current branch to apply (⇒ L) on
list of transitions x −→
x : A ⇒ B.
For example, to prove
x: A ⇒ (B ∧ C )4 ` x: A ⇒ B, x: C
in CK, one queries CondLean 3.1 with the goal:
prove([], [[],[],[[x, a=>(b and c)]]],
[[[x,c],[],[[x, a=>b]]], [x]).
Each clause of prove implements one axiom or rule of SeqS. For example, a clause
implementing an axiom is as follows:
prove( ,[LitSigma, , ],[LitDelta, , ], ):member(F,LitSigma),
member(F,LitDelta),!.
To search a derivation of a sequent Σ ` ∆, CondLean 3.1 proceeds as follows.
First of all, if Σ ` ∆ is an axiom, the goal will succeed immediately by using the
clauses for the axioms. If it is not, then the first applicable rule will be chosen,
e.g. if ComplexSigma contains a formula [X,A and B], then the clause for (∧ L)
rule will be used, invoking prove on the unique premise of (∧ L). CondLean 3.1
proceeds in a similar way for the other rules. The ordering of the clauses is such
that the application of the branching rules is postponed as much as possible.
As another example, we present one clause5 implementing (⇒ L):
prove(Cond,[LitSigma,TransSigma,ComplexSigma],
[LitDelta,TransDelta,ComplexDelta],Labels):member([X,A => B],ComplexSigma),
select([[X,A => B],Used],Cond,TempCond),
4 CondLean

3.1 extends the sequent calculi to formulas containing also ¬, ∧, ∨ and >.
rule (⇒ L) is implemented by two (or more) clauses, taking care, for instance, of
the case such that no entry for [x,a => b] belongs to Cond. The entire CondLean 3.1’s SICStus Prolog source code is available at www.di.unito.it/∼pozzato/condlean3.1/Prolog Source
Code/.
5 The
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member([X,C,Y],TransSigma),
\+member([X,C,Y],Used),!,
prove([[[X,A => B],[[X,C,Y]|Used]]|TempCond],
[LitSigma,TransSigma,ComplexSigma],
[LitDelta,[[X,A,Y]|TransDelta],ComplexDelta],Labels),
put([Y,B],LitSigma,ComplexSigma,ResLitSigma,ResComplexSigma),
prove([[[X,A => B],[[X,C,Y]|Used]]|TempCond],
[ResLitSigma,TransSigma,ResComplexSigma],
[LitDelta,TransDelta,ComplexDelta],Labels).
The predicate put is used to put [Y,B] in the proper sub-list of the antecedent. When the (⇒ L) rule is applied to x : A ⇒ B, CondLean 3.1 chooses a
C
transition x −→ y belonging to the left-hand side of the sequent, then it checks
if [x,c,y] belongs or not to the set of transitions already used to apply (⇒ L)
on x : A ⇒ B in the current branch (the list Used in the code above): if not, the
A
rule is applied by using the transition x −→ y.
The same machinery is used to control the application of the (CEM) rule
in systems comprising it: the predicate prove is equipped by an additional argument, called CEM, representing the list of transitions already used to apply (CEM)
A
on a transition x −→ y in the current branch.
In systems comprising (ID), CondLean 3.1 needs to control the application
of this rule by means of the restrictions stated by Lemma 4.2, i.e. (ID) needs to
A
be applied at most once on the same transition x −→ y in the same branch. To
this aim, a further argument ID is added to the predicate prove, representing the
list of transitions [x,a,y] already used as a principal formula in an application
of (ID) in the current branch. The application of (ID) is then restricted to transitions [x,a,y] not belonging to the list ID. The clause implementing the (ID)
rule is the following one:
prove(Cond,ID,[LitSigma,TransSigma,ComplexSigma],
Delta,Labels)):member([X,A,Y],TransSigma),
\+member([X,A,Y],ID),!,
put([Y,A],LitSigma,ComplexSigma,NewLitSigma,NewComplexSigma),
prove(Cond,[[X,A,Y]|ID],
[NewLitSigma,TransSigma,NewComplexSigma],Delta,Labels).
The same machinery is used in clauses implementing (CS) and (MP) in
systems allowing them.
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5.1

Alternative Implementations for SeqCK and SeqID

For systems SeqCK and SeqID, CondLean 3.1 implements the reformulation given
by Theorem 4.4, where the (⇒ L) rule is not invertible, i.e. the conditional formula
x : A ⇒ B to which the rule is applied is not copied into the two premises. When
the (⇒ L) clause is used to prove Σ ` ∆, a backtracking point is introduced
by the choice of a label Y occurring in the two premises of the rule; in case of
failure, Prolog’s backtracking tries every instance of the rule with every available
label (if more than one). Choosing, sooner or later, the right label to apply (⇒
L) may strongly affect the theorem prover’s efficiency: if there are n labels to
choose for an application of (⇒ L) the computation might succeed only after n-1
backtracking steps, with a significant loss of efficiency.
To increase its performances, CondLean 3.1 offers a second implementation,
called free-variables. It makes use of Prolog variables to represent all the labels
that can be used in a single application of the (⇒ L) rule. This version represents labels by integers starting from 1; by using integers we can easily express
constraints on the range of the variable-labels. To this regard the library clpfd
0
is used to manage free-variable domains. As an example, in order to prove Σ , 1:
0
A ⇒ B ` ∆ the theorem prover will call prove on the following premises: Σ `
0
A
∆, 1 −→ V and V: B, Σ ` ∆, where V is a Prolog variable. This variable will
be then instantiated by Prolog’s pattern matching to apply either the (EQ) rule,
or to close a branch with an axiom. Here below is the clause implementing the
(⇒ L) rule:
prove([LitSigma,TransSigma,ComplexSigma],[LitDelta,
TransDelta,ComplexDelta],Max):select([X,A => B],ComplexSigma,ResComplexSigma),
domain([Y],1,Max), Y#>X,
put([Y,B],LitSigma,ResComplexSigma,NewLitSigma,NewComplexSigma),
prove([NewLitSigma,TransSigma,NewComplexSigma],
[LitDelta,TransDelta,ComplexDelta],Max),
prove([LitSigma,TransSigma,ResComplexSigma],
[LitDelta,[[X,A,Y]|TransDelta],ComplexDelta],Max).
The atom Y#>X adds the constraint Y>X to the constraint store: the constraints solver will verify the consistency of it during the computation. The third
argument of predicate prove is Max and is used to define variables domains.
On a sequent with 65 labels on the antecedent this version succeeds in 460 mseconds, whereas the constant labels version takes 4326 mseconds.
For these systems we have also developed a third version, called heuristic
version, that performs a ”two-phase” computation:
• in ”Phase 1” an incomplete theorem prover searches a derivation exploring
a reduced search space;
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• in case of failure, the free-variables version is called (”Phase 2”).
Intuitively, the reduction of the search space in Phase 1 is obtained by committing the choice of the label to instantiate a free variable, whereby blocking the
backtracking.

5.2

CondLean 3.1’s Graphical User Interface

The program CondLean 3.1 also comprises a graphical user interface (GUI) implemented in Java. The GUI interacts with the SICStus Prolog implementation
by means of the package se.sics.jasper. Thanks to the GUI, one does not need
to know how to call the predicate prove: one just introduces a sequent in a text
box and searches a derivation by clicking a button; moreover, one can choose
the intended system of conditional logic and the version to use (constant labels,
free-variables, heuristic version). When the submitted sequent is valid, CondLean
3.1 offers three different options:
1. display a proof tree of the sequent in a special window;
2. build a latex source file containing the same proof tree; therefore, one can
compile this latex file obtaining a .pdf or a .dvi or a .ps file containing the
proof tree;
3. view some statistics of the proof.
Some pictures of CondLean 3.1 are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5.

5.3

Performances of CondLean 3.1

The performances of our theorem prover are promising even on a small machine.
To test our program we have used samples generated by modifying the samples
from [2] and from [40].
We have tested CondLean 3.1, SeqCK system, obtaining the following results6 :
1. the constant labels version succeeds in 79 tests over 90 in less than 2 seconds
(78 in less than one second);
2. the free-variables version succeeds in 73 tests over 90 in less than 2 seconds
(but 67 in less than 10 mseconds);
3. the heuristic version succeeds in 78 tests over 90 in less than 2 seconds (70
in less than 500 mseconds).
6 These results are obtained running SICStus Prolog 3.10.0 on an Intel Pentium 166 MMX,
96 MB RAM machine.
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Figure 3: The main window of CondLean 3.1. To prove a sequent, one only needs
to type it into the text boxes and then click the button.

Figure 4: When the sequent is valid, CondLean 3.1 oﬀers the opportunity to view
the proof tree in a special window or to view some statistics of the proof.
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Figure 5: When the sequent is valid, one can also ask CondLean 3.1 to build a
latex source ﬁle containing the proof tree. This picture shows a .pdf ﬁle obtained
by compiling a latex ﬁle built by CondLean 3.1.
Considering the sequent-degree (deﬁned as the maximum level of nesting
of the ⇒ operator) as a parameter, we have the following results, obtained by
testing the SeqCK free-variables version:
Sequent degree
Time to succeed (mseconds)

2 6
9
11
15
5 500 650 1000 2000

We have also tested CondLean 3.1, SeqMP system, on ten sequents whose
proofs require more than one application of (⇒ L) on the same formula x : A ⇒ B
A
A
A
in the same branch (by using diﬀerent transitions x −→ y1 , x −→ y2 , ..., x −→
yn ). In particular, we have obtained the following results running CondLean 3.1
on an AMD Athlon XP 2400+ (2.0 GHz), 512 MB RAM machine, using SICStus
Prolog 3.11.1:
Sequent number
1
Number of applications of (⇒ L) 1
Time to succeed (mseconds)
1

6

2
3
1
2
2500 1

4 5
2 2
1 1

6 7
1 2
1 1

8 9
3 4
1 1

10
5
1

Conclusions, Comparison with Other Works
and Future Work

In this work we have presented CondLean 3.1, a theorem prover for some standard
conditional logics. It is a SICStus Prolog implementation of the sequent calculi
SeqS introduced in [36]. SeqS is a labelled calculus for minimal conditional logic
CK, and its standard extensions with conditions ID, MP, CS, and CEM. The
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calculus is cut-free and analytic. Showing that SeqS ensures termination we can
give a decision procedure for each conditional system studied here.
CondLean 3.1 is inspired by the “lean” methodology [3, 13]. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first theorem prover for the logics cited above.
We briefly remark on some related works. Most of the works have concentrated on extensions of CK.
De Swart [9] and Gent [17] give sequent/tableau calculi for the strong conditional logics VC and VCS. Their proof systems are based on the entrenchment
connective ≤, from which the conditional operator can be defined. Their systems
are analytic and comprise an infinite set of rules ≤ F (n, m), with a uniform pattern, to decompose each sequent with m negative and n positive entrenchment
formulas.
Crocco and Fariñas [6] present sequent calculi for some conditional logics including CK, CEM, CO and others. Their calculi comprise two levels of sequents:
principal sequents with `P correspond to the basic deduction relation, whereas
auxiliary sequents with `a correspond to the conditional operator: thus the constituents of Γ `P ∆ are sequents of the form X `a Y , where X, Y are sets of
formulas.
Artosi, Governatori, and Rotolo [1] develop labelled tableau for the firstdegree fragment (i.e. without nested conditionals) of the conditional logic CU
that corresponds to cumulative non-monotonic logics. In their work they use
labels similarly to ours. Formulas are labelled by path of worlds containing also
variable worlds (see also our free-variable implementation). Differently from us,
they do not use a specific rule to deal with equivalent antecedents of conditionals.
They use instead a unification procedure to propagate positive conditionals. The
unification process itself provides to check the equivalence of antecedents. Their
tableau system is not analytic, since it contains a cut-rule, called PB, which is
not eliminable. Moreover it is not clear how to extend it to nested conditionals.
Lamarre [28] presents tableau systems for the conditional logics V, VN,
VC, and VW. Lamarre’s method is a consistency-checking procedure which tries
to build a system of sphere falsifying the input formulas. The method makes
use of a subroutine to compute the core, that is defined as the set of formulas
characterizing the minimal sphere. The computation of the core needs in turn
the consistency checking procedure. Thus there is a mutual recursive definition
between the procedure for checking consistency and the procedure to compute
the core.
Groeneboer and Delgrande [12] have developed a tableau method for the
conditional logic VN which is based on the translation of this logic into the modal
logic S4.3.
In [23] and [25] a labelled tableau calculus for the logic CE and some of
its extensions is presented. The flat fragment of CE corresponds to the nonmonotonic preferential logic P and admits a semantics in terms of preferential
structures (possible worlds together with a family of preference relations). The
tableau calculus makes use of pseudo-formulas, that are modalities in a hybrid
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language indexed on worlds. In that paper it is shown how to obtain a decision
procedure for that logic by performing a kind of loop checking.
In [20] tableau calculi for nonmonotonic preferential logic P and loop-cumulative
logic CL are presented. These calculi, called T S T , are obtained by introducing
suitable modalities to interpret conditional assertions.
In [22] and [21] the calculi T S T are extended to the case of nonmonotonic
rational logic R. This logic corresponds to the flat fragment of conditional logic
CE+CV.
In [35] a theorem prover implementing the calculi T S T is provided. This
theorem prover, called KLMLean, is also inspired by the “lean” methodology and
follows the style of CondLean 3.1.
In the future, we intend to continue our work in two directions:
1. We want to investigate if it is possible to develop sequent calculi based on
the selection function semantics for other conditional logics. There are a
number of extensions of CK which have been considered in the literature.
Each one of them is characterized by a set of axioms/semantic conditions.
We list a few of them, without being exhaustive:
(AC) (A ⇒ B) ∧ (A ⇒ C) → (A ∧ C → B)
If f (w, [A]) ⊆ [B] then f (w, [A ∧ B]) ⊆ f (w, [A])
(RT) (A ∧ B ⇒ C) ∧ (A ⇒ B) → (A ⇒ C)
If f (w, [A]) ⊆ [B] then f (w, [A]) ⊆ f (w, [A ∧ B]
(CV) (A ⇒ B) ∧ ¬(A ⇒ ¬C) → (A ∧ C ⇒ B)
If f (w, [A]) ⊆ [B] and f (w, [A]) ∩ [C] 6= ∅ then f (w, [A ∧ C]) ⊆ [B]
(CA) (A ⇒ C) ∧ (B ⇒ C) → (A ∨ B ⇒ C)
f (w, [A ∨ B]) ⊆ f (w, [A]) ∪ f (w, [B])
These axioms/conditions are part of well-known conditional logics [31].
Some of these conditions can be used to formalize non-monotonic inferences. If possible, we would like to extend CondLean 3.1 to support these
systems.
2. We hope to increase the efficiency of our theorem prover CondLean 3.1 by
experimenting standard refinements and heuristics.
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